Disability, Access, Children International Consultancy,
within the oisintrust.org (www.oisintrust.org)
15.04.2011
Dear Charity & NGO
R.E. Proposal for a Universal NGO, as a Children’s charity bank and disabled relief scheme. http://www.sonas.lsaweb.net/
Please accept this portfolio of letters which has been addressed to many people and financial institutions and charities/NGO’S worldwide.
I have forwarded a copy onto to President Barack Obama to appeal against worldwide austerity measures and to the Dalai Lama during his
current visit to Ireland. As for many charities for children and non “able bodied” people I have supplied details of how monies in theory, and
as a human right, can be raised from financial institutions worldwide, they are available at ( http://www.sonas.lsaweb.net/ )
The inspiration for the idea has arisen after watching many projects suffer through a lack of funding, and seeing humankind suffer, poverty,
abuse and war. As many charities/NGO’s, and indeed entire continents are lacking funds a simple solution is mooted by Muhammad Yunus
“Can conventional banks run microcredit progammes ? Of course they can, ”
“Finally new kinds of financial institutions can be created as required to cater to the financial needs of social business, social venture capital
funds, social mutual funds, and of course a full fledged social stock market”
Muhammed Yunus (2010) Creating a world without poverty.
Of course LETS systems, and credit unions are just as valid in these programmes. And research and past financial innovations of this type and
scale have succeeded in eliminating poverty, with tangible results.
The recent event “Possibilities, be the revolution” with the Dalai Lama and Mary Robinson, held in Ireland on 13.04.2011, offers great scope
for what is possible and is a fantastic forum for children. It is not often the Sun and the Moon meet (in the two Buddhists leaders attending) but
it is for certain every six years there will be more six year olds, (and more and more) and as such they deserve our total attention financially
worldwide.

Yours Sincerely.

C.C.
1. Bank for International Settlements (BIS) Switzerland. 2. Lamido Sanusi, Governor of Nigeria's CentralBank, 3. Jean-Claude Trichet
President of the European Central Bank, 4. Patrick Hounahan Central Bank of Ireland, 5. Sao Paulo president Central Bank of Brazil.
6. Allan bollard Reserve Bank of New Zealand, 7. Mr Masaaki Shirakawa Governor of Central bank of Japan. 8. Chancellor of the
Deutsches Bundesbank, Germany, 9. Govenor of the Bank of England, Threadneedle Street, London EC2R 8AH, 10. Mario Draghi,
Bank of Italy.
B.C.C. Trocaire, Unicef, (Unicef), United Nations, & Ireland) Oxfam Ireland, Disability Federation Ireland, Village Ecosystem The
Wheel Grameen Foundation President Barack Obama, His Holiness Dalai Lama. Christian Aid
Afri Children in Crossfire
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